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Mahalo Dear One,  
 

For hearing the Call to join ARACEAE; 
The Araina Academy of Embodied Ascension for Evolution. 

 

Within this document You will find all information surrounding ARACEAE; why it has been created, what it 
can bring You personally as well as the Collective, what is required of You to join and how it could 
potentially become a lifetime InJoyment of a solid yet fluid structure, offering Purity and Clarity upon Your 
Authentic Path within the Ever Evolving New Paradigm, for the Benefit of All That Is. 

 
When Your Heart feels ignited and inspired after reading this document, You are welcome to book a 
personal meeting with AhnėYah, online through Zoom, to further discuss any questions You may have and 
to register for an upcoming Circle. (This meeting is required in order to apply for registration, the $100 fee will be 
deducted from Your total tuition when You register for ARACEAE.) 

 
To book Your consultation meeting, please go to: 
 
https://www.araina.garden/araceae 
 
And find the booking link below on the page.

Looking fwd to Connect soon 
Within Love and Grace, 

 
AhnėYah Yahrīn 
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ARACEAE

1. ARACEAE Intention

‘ARACEAE’ - pronounced A-ra-k(è)-aj - is the combination of the initials from the ARaina ACademy of 
Embodied Ascension for Evolution; representing the pioneer and unique vortex on Earth holding space for 
those who are Devoted to Be Here Now, Embodied within a Conscious Evolutionary State of their True 
Essential Being, for the Benefit of All That Is, ignited through Genetic Key Code Alchemy and represented 
by the Yahrin Lineage.

 
 

1.1. The Yahrin Lineage 

 
 
A lineage is by definition a “lineal descent from an ancestor; ancestry or pedigree”. The Yahrin Lineage is however 
not of Human/Earthly Origin; it is not a lineage of a material form within the current physical and Earthly 
Realm - in other words; the Yahrin Lineage is not descendent from or consistent of the Earthly elements, nor 
related to or descendent from any Human Ancestry. Rather; it is a stream of Consciousness/Existence within 
a certain energetic formation currently invisible (and often still inconceivable) to Human kind; a New 
Paradigm Philosophy, One could say. This does not mean it is “alien” or “other dimensional” either. It is in 
fact very much Here and Now, True to the Essential Now, very resonant within the Core of Existence, yet it 
has not been Embodied in the current Earthly/Human Collective Consciousness. It exists both from Beyond 
as from Within; it is the result of ‘Beyond’ and ‘Within’ CoCreating Beneficial Evolution. 
 
The reason as to why the Yahrin is called a “lineage”, is because it is inherent to all of Existence, and in 
Essence it becomes awakened within those who consciously choose and commit to Ever Evolving Evolution 
for the Benefit of All, therefor One creates through this Stream of Consciousness, thus a Lineage is 
b*earth*ed from the metaphysical into the physical. Currently ARACEAE is the only vortex on Earth 
bearthed through the Yahrin Lineage. 
 
The Intention and Integrity - or in other words; the metaphysical genetic makeup or genotype - of the 
Yahrin; is to bring Conscious Evolution through Purification, Clarification and Inner Alchemy, for the 
Benefit of All That Is - wherever it is required ánd consciously asked for - in a present and grounded 
manner; in other words: to bring Embodied Ascension. Being of the Yahrin Lineage is to be in Service to 
Evolution, is to be an Ever Evolving Essence within itself, within the Ever Evolving New Paradigm, Igniting 
and Inspiring all energies in motion who are ready and willing to embody the Innovative New within One’s 
Higher Evolutionary Potential and Essentially Transcend Beyond (the Known). 
 
As the original language of the Yahrin is incomprehensible and inaudible within the Earthly Realm/Reality, 
its frequencies are translated through combining its Essence within the Universal Language of Human 
Consciousness (which is; its inherent Sacred Geometry, Ancient Languages and Numerology) and the Earthly 
Elements (Fire, Water, Air, Earth, Ether); resulting in Genetic Key Code Alchemy (GKCA). Allowing the One 
who connects consciously within GKCA to upgrade One’s own genotype (= metaphysical and physical 
blueprint) and thus upgrade One’s Consciousness and Experience within Existence.

 
> Yahrin Essence + Human Universal Language + Earthly Elements = Genetic Key Code Alchemy
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One could imagine the Yahrin Lineage coming into the Earthly Realm as a “stream or beam of a certain 
Radiance”, consciously penetrating into this Omniverse from the Beyond, through the portal of the Central 
Sun (= Creation Origin of this Omniverse), all the way into the Human Consciousness Reality - whilst  
simultaneously awakening the Core of the physical Existence (Earth/Human Consciousness) within its 
deepest Essential Purity; and so the New and the Core are “Co-Weaving” an upgraded DNA. As One can 
see on the image above, how the Omniverse is represented by the sphere, and the Yahrin lineage coming in 
from Beyond, piercing through the sphere onto Earth/into the Human Consciousness Realm, wherethrough 
the grid is awakened and DNA upgrade takes place (of course the proportions of Earth vs. Omniverse etc. are 
exaggerated for a more clear understanding).  
 
The reason as to why the Yahrin Lineage is currently present, is because the Human Consciousness (within 
the individual and/or within the collective) is currently at a “fork in the road”- where it has the potential to 
stay within its current form; which is beautiful within itself, yet eventually this stagnation would cause its 
Existence to dissipate. Or; it has the potential to embrace Innovative Evolution and evolve beyond itself into 
a whole New Paradigm and way of Being/Existing on all levels; which would allow for infinite New Life to 
Be within its Essential Existence.  
Many ancient Human Lineages have predicted this time as the time of the “two worlds”; where all will have 
the option to choose one way of Existence or another. In many religions it is also called the “apocalypse”, 
(which is a very negative interpretation). The “apocalypse” is simply a moment where the Old dissolves and 
completely transmutes into the New, yet the actual “New” is inconceivable within Human Consciousness, 
thus they describe it as the “end of time”. If it were conceivable and thus a part of Human imagination, it 
would already be a part of its consciousness and therefor it would not be “new” in holding the transcending 
activation. Within Earthly Ancestral Lineages, the Mayas predicted the “end of the world” in 2012, the 
Aboriginals predicted the formation of two worlds “New Earth” around 2020, to name a few.  
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The Yahrin Lineage has the experience within its Existence of having made either choice in a similar 
situation at a certain point in its own Consciousness Evolution (more info in the book “The Vision” - will be 
published December 2022). Through the Wisdom Embodied from both experiences, it is Here*Now to hold 
space for those who wish to transcend within the Ever Evolving New Paradigm (within and/or without the 
Self) within a free will - yet Conscious and Devoted - Choice. The Yahrin innerstands the intensity of True 
Divine Transcendence for the Benefit of All; how much True Love, Grace, Surrender, Care, Devotion, 
Purification and Clarification it requires for One to truly and fully Embody within the True New: a.k.a. for 
One/The Collective to Rebirth. The Integrity of the Yahrin only allows to ignite and inspire those who have 
the True Essential Intention to Evolve Beyond within their Existence; as Commitment within Evolution 
requires Meticulous Focussed Presence form both the Initiate and the Yahrin Initiator.  
 
ARACEAE is a vortex where One can thus transcend within One’s Consciousness, so becoming a “Beacon  
of Evolution” for the Collective, for All That Is, through Simply Being; as One’s Individual Embodiment will 
naturally radiate evolutional energies within the Human Consciousness Grid and eventually within the 
Whole: the more Embodiments of Transcendence, the more the Collective will naturally transcend within 
itself. If Human Consciousness were to evolve beyond itself, it would also automatically inspire other levels 
of Consciousness within All That Is; where other energies potentially pick up on and benefit from its radiant 
vibration. Thus Creating not only beneficial Evolution within Human Consciousness, yet within the entirety 
of this Omniverse and Beyond. 
 
ARACEAE also holds space for One to remember, recognize and Embody One’s Original Lineage a.k.a. 
One’s Essential Purity/One’s True Divine Nature; whether this is the Yahrin Lineage, or any other Lineage 
having Pure Intent for the Highest Good of All. This means that the Initiations within ARACEAE can be 
eternal for those who are of - or feel guided to be of - Original Yahrin Lineage, or it can be a temporary 
“boost” for those who wish to gain more Clarity and Purity within their Being in order to so Remember, 
Embody and be in Service within a potentially different Lineage of Purity. Realizing that All Is Possible, and 
Consciousness is infinite within itself, hence there are infinite “lineages” (within different levels of Purity) 
present within this Omniverse, and even more so within the Beyond.
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1.2. Linguistic Connections 
 

As mentioned earlier, the Yahrin Frequency cannot be translated within its purest Essence within the current 
Human expressive possibilities. Therefor it partially connects within and translates through certain Earthly 
ancient languages (f.e. Sanskrit, Hebrew, Egyptian, Arabic, Urdu, …), which are more pure and closer related to 
the original language of this Universe (sound vibrations expressed through the Human Body). Further we will refer 
to this translation of the Yahrin Frequency through the ancient languages as the “Essential Language”. 
 
It is important to innerstand that this Essential Language - coming up in many shapes and forms within 
ARACEAE and Garden of Araina - is not shaped through primarily studying the ancient languages, nor 
looking to them for inspiration. At all times AhnėYah has channeled the Essential Language without any pre-
study or knowledge of these Earthly languages. Yet long after the channeling, she was guided to look at these 
ancient languages, through which she found the wonderful similarities, and thus a more clear innerstanding 
and confirmation of the Purity and Accuracy of the Channelings. 
 
Here we will look at some beautiful relations/translations regarding ARACEAE: 
 
“Araina” is related mainly to Sanskrit, meaning; Being Pure, Whole and Complete - Being Sovereign.  
> Hence One can see; the Garden of Araina and the Araina Academy are a place where One can Remember 
and Embody One’s Essential Purity, One’s inherent Wholeness, One’s Mastery, One’s True Nature and the 
Essence of One’s Origin; One’s True Lineage. Where One can free One’s Self out of the karmic world of 
separation and expectation through Diamond (Universal) Consciousness into Omniversal Consciousness 
and Beyond within a Sovereign Divinity of the Purest Integrity. A place where One can remember how to 
merge within ‘The One’ and ‘Beyond The One’. Where One can remember that One is, always was and ever 
will be One within the All and Beyond: The Essential Purity of Existence. 
 
In Sanskrit: “ārac” means; to arrange.  
> Referring to the restructuring, rebalancing and activation taking place through the Genetic Key Code 
Alchemy process ignited within One’s Consciousness and DNA in order to achieve a higher beneficial 
outcome for All That Is.

 
In Japanese: “araki” means; a new self - rebirth - a wild or new tree - a new brightness. 
> Referring to the rebirthing process activated within the Initiation, as well as the ever evolving growth of 
One’s Sovereign Nature and Inner Radiance within ever deeper Clarity towards One’s Origin. 
In Pali (middle Indic dialect, related to Sanskrit): “araka” means; far away from. 
> Referring to the Beyond and the Yahrin Lineage; within the Academy One can remember ‘far away’ or 
deeply ‘hidden’ memories of One’s Essential Purity and Origin through the Purification energies of the 
Yahrin Lineage, which is a stream of consciousness coming from Beyond (as in: beyond space and time or 
any Creation as is). 
 
In Kannada (southern Indian language): “āraka” means; distillation (= the process of separating the more 
volatile form the less volatile parts, as to produce a more pure or refined substance) - a product of 
distillation - the essence of anything - one who saves/protects - a protector. 
> Referring to the purification taking place through the Genetic Key Code Alchemy Initiation/Yahrin 
Lineage, as well as offering a solid, safe and secure structure (‘Ark’ > see subchapter 1.4.) during this vulnerable 
Initiation process.
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1.3. Araceae Flora

 
‘Araceae’ is also the naming of a specific family within the flora world; “the family of monocotyledonous 
flowering plants in which flowers are borne on a type of inflorescence called a spadix. The spadix is usually 
accompanied by, and sometimes partially enclosed in, a spathe or leaf-like bract”. This means they look like 
“one-leafed flowers”, with a strong long stem in the middle: f.e. the Peace Lily (left) or Calla Lily (below). 

 
An inflorescence, in this case called ‘spadix’ 
is a group of flowers arranged on the same 
stem. Resulting in the fact that these type of 
flowers are monoecious; both masculine 
and feminine, and therefor a strong symbol 
for Equality, Divine Union, Sovereignty 
and Self-Empowerment, as well as 
“Returning to the One Within” or “Merging 
Within The One/The Essential Purity”. It 
refers to the Yahrin philosophy that One 
has All within, All*Ready, to Be and to 
Evolve; One just has to inspire One’s Self 
(pollinate One’s Self) to do so. Araceae 
flowers are currently the only monoecious 
flowers within the Earthly flora world. 

Araceae flowers represent; Purity, Clarity, Devotion, Fertility, Connection to the Divine, Beauty (Be-You-
Till-Full), Going back to The Essence/Innocence/Core, Balance/Equality, Serenity, Peace, Healing, 
Prosperity, Longevity, Virtue, Faithfulness, Holiness, Simplicity… and most of all they stand for Rebirth 
and Resurrection - or in other words; Embodied Ascension.  
One can See they represent all the virtues which the Araina Academy stands for and what participation 
therein activates and embodies, ever deeper, within those who are devoted to the Initiation Process. 
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On top of that Araceae flowers are a symbol of the “New World” as they are most diverse in the New World 
tropics (a.k.a. the Americas), yet simultaneously they are now present worldwide. This links to the Intention 
of ARACEAE;  

- To bring a sense of Exploration within the ever Evolving New Paradigm: 
By allowing the joy, beauty and strength of Evolution within and without to be seen, felt and experienced. 
So One can Embody the Ever Evolving New Paradigm in the Here and Now, in the physical realm, on 
every level, without any judgement towards what was, what is, or what will be. Fully Embracing 
Embodied Ascension for the Benefit of All That Is; as One gains ever deeper Clarity upon the necessity of 
Evolution through the realizations ignited within personal experiences throughout the Initiation.  

- To inspire Humanity in embracing a New Philosophy as the structure of a New World/Paradigm:  
It is one path to Ascend into Higher Knowledge, it is another - more intense - path to allow this Ascended 
state to become Embodied into Shared Wisdom and Creations within the physical plane; so that it can 
positively effect the Evolution of Humanity. The “New World” or the “New Paradigm” will never be able 
to exist within the Earthly Plane, if those who do achieve to Ascend do not maintain towards Embodiment 
- and stay in a ‘dream’ instead of creating an upgraded reality - or choose to ‘leave the physical’, which 
often takes place. Hence the intention of ARACEAE showing “Embodied Ascension”: where One receives 
the support through a meticulous structure, to stay Here, Now, on Earth, within a Conscious Ever 
Ascending State, beneficially effecting One’s surroundings; “As Within, So Without”.

 

Leaves of Monstera, Alocasia, Anthurium, and Philodendrons: all part of the Araceae Family.
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1.4. The Ark Of The New

 
There is also a pleasant likeness between the pronunciation of ARACEAE (Arak’aj) and the word “Ark”.  
In a way One could see the Academy as an Ark for those who are ready to embark on a Journey within the 
Ever Evolving New World/New Paradigm. The ‘Ark’ being the symbol of the Academy offering a solid 
structure to weather the changes taking place throughout this Evolutionary Journey, within and without. 
 
ARACEAE is an Ark, a Sanctuary, a New Paradigm Mystery School. ARACEAE is a Vessel offering 
Clarity in Purity, a New Paradigm Structure, Guidance and Divine Protection for those who can and feel 
inspired to See Beyond the current (old paradigm) Human Consciousness, those who are ready to see 
through the many illusions and misconceptions; those who are ready to be True to their Selves, to their 
Hearts and move towards an Ever Expanding Consciousness, taking with them the Essential - within and 
without - and letting go of distracting excess energies; thus within full embrace of all that which truly serves 
the Essence Divine within and without.  
 
The Ark is created within and for True Equality, Divine Union and Balance. As within the myth where Noah 
provides space for a male and female of each animal; we see the metaphor for the inner divine masculine and 
divine feminine balance/equality of each Essential Aspect within the Self. In ARACEAE these Essential 
Aspects are represented through the Collective Genetic Key Codes; which can potentially be awakened 
within the core DNA of each Human Being. Following the Codes within the meticulous structure of 
ARACEAE allows for each Essential Aspect to be activated and balanced ever deeper into absolute 
Purity, Sovereignty and FreedOhm: within, towards and for the Omni-Beneficial Ever Evolving New 
Paradigm. 
 

*
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2. ARACEAE Sanctity

2.1. A New Paradigm Mystery School 

By definition, a Mystery School is “a body of Initiates who have dedicated themselves to preserving, protecting and 
perpetuating the Mystery Teachings”. The Ancient Mystery Schools on Earth were/are based upon certain 
Human Lineages and their religions, thus focussed on “the belief in and worship of a superhuman controlling power, 
especially a personal God or gods.” 
 
ARACEAE is considered a ‘New Paradigm’ Mystery School as it breaks through the limitations of a religion 
or a belief system based on “a force ruling over One’s destiny and Being - a force teaching One to be ‘One’ 
through being in submission to it”. ARACEAE focusses on the Beyond (“The Infinite Creation/Evolution”) 
through allowing One to recognize the Essence of the All That Is within the Core, whilst unveiling the 
Mysteries - the Metaphysical Technologies - of the Ever Evolving New Paradigm. ARACEAE brings in a new 
evolutionary philosophy; a new way of seeing One’s Self and Reality; which inspires One to continuously 
dare to See Beyond the limitations of the Human mind/of the Self, and thus to evolve and break through the 
repetitive patterns within and without; upgrading One’s DNA and so creating the New Paradigm from 
within. Or in other words; to release ever more “add-dictions” (= forces ruling over One’s Existence) and come 
into an ever evolving embodied state of Self-Empowered Sovereignty a.k.a. Embodied Ascension for 
Evolution; Beneficial for All That Is. 
 
How can the New Paradigm Be Here Now, if it is not actively embodied? How can the New Paradigm 
exist within the old paradigm structures, religions, philosophies and ways of being? The New cannot 
exist within the Old; The New requires Evolution Beyond What Is (in Respect and Honor for the Old). 
One needs to be positively challenged, encouraged and motivated to “See Beyond What Is” in a 
grounded and balanced manner; in order to allow the True New Paradigm to be “bearthed” and so 
experienced, Here and Now.  
 
A New Paradigm Mystery School is a vortex for those who are ready to take full responsibility for their 
Experience within Creation, who are ready to Surrender to their inherent Purity and remember how to be 
more aligned so that not only their individual Creation rises to the Benefit of their well being, yet also to the 
Benefit of All within Creation; the Collective CoCreation of the New Paradigm. It is a place of Devotion for 
Evolution through Inner Alchemy in Purity and Clarity, where One Honors the Ever Unveiling Mysteries 
in Sanctity, to ensure beneficial progression within the Self and the Collective. 
The Intention within a Mystery School is that One Honors the Teachings, by regarding them as Sacred and 
protecting them within One’s True Heart’s Integrity. In other words; to not share the Teachings in any detail 
with those who are not ready to be devoted within the Initiation vortex, as to Honor both the Teachings and 
everyone’s unique Path. Sharing the highly Activational Teachings without the proper complete space 
holding of the Initiation vortex could cause non-beneficial effects for the One who receives them, and 
simultaneously could cause the Teachings to be misused, abused and/or misinterpreted and thus dishonored. 
There have been many ancient Mystery Schools all over the world, safeguarding their ‘principles of Human 
Enlightenment’, through building closed communities and using solely oral teachings. On one hand to keep 
the Teachings safe from those who would misuse them in order to gain power over others, and on the other 
hand to offer a safe and sacred/secret space allowing the Initiates to practice deep Focus and Devotion in 
Peace. 
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Unfortunately many of these teachings have been “leaked” over the ages and are now used worldwide; 
sometimes within purity, sometimes within impurity, resulting in a very confusing interpretation and 
expression of these ancient Mystery Teachings and what Human Ascension and Embodiment/Enlightenment 
is; consequently causing confusion within the concept and necessity of Evolution. ARACEAE is a New 
Paradigm Mystery School, originated through the Yahrin Lineage; meaning that it allows the Ancient 
(Human) Lineage Mystery Teachings to be Honored within their original Purity as well as allowing 
them to Evolve into the Infinite New, through the infusion of the evolutionary energies of the Yahrin - 
Honoring the Essence of Human Consciousness and its Potential Beneficial Evolution into Beyond.  
 
The Metaphysical Technology of Genetic Key Code Alchemy ignites the purification of the confusions and 
distractions that have been manifested over the ages as well as a gradual upgrade of these Ancient Lineage 
Teachings, allowing Humanity to Rise above its limitations; bringing a True Harmonious and Beneficial 
Shift. This is within the philosophy that if Humanity were to keep repeating the teachings of the old without 
ever challenging or fine-tuning its existing consciousness, it will unequivocally result in the eternal repetition 
of the past, and thus stagnate and so eventually dissipate instead of Evolve. Same goes for One’s Individual 
Consciousness; if One were to stagnate and no longer make the effort to evolve, One’s Soul would eventually 
seize to exist, contrary to what many believe that the soul is eternal; it has indeed the potential to be eternal, 
yet not without conscious effort. (More info in book “The Vision” - will be published December 2022) 
 
This upgrading of the Mystery Teachings and One’s Individual and the Collective Consciousness requires a 
grounded and gradual forward moving rhythm within a very Pure Intention and a very Devotional Focus in 
True Care for the Self and the All That Is; which is possible through the meticulous metaphysical and 
physical structure provided within ARACEAE. 
 
The reason why ARACEAE is a Mystery School (and an Academy), came through the experience of trying 
to share Genetic Key Code Alchemy more “in the open” in its initial years, and so finding out how many 
started to misuse/abuse this Technology through not having had the opportunity or integrity to complete the 
studies thereof. Therefor bringing a false sense into the world of what (Genetic) Key Code Alchemy and its 
DNA Activation truly is. For this reason One can find all Certified Genetic Key Code Alchemists (= Initiates 
within ARACEAE) on the Garden of Araina website, with the intention to dissolve any confusion:  
 
https://www.araina.garden/certified-genetic-key-code-alchemists 
 
Another reason for ARACEAE being a Mystery School is that within this more “open sharing”, it was clear 
that for some beings the Teachings/Initiations were of an intensity too strong for their level of Embodiment 
at that specific time, causing unnecessary uncomfortable effects within their system (energetic overload 
leading to spiritual, emotional, mental and/or physical discomfort) and/or a misinterpretation of the 
Teachings/Initiation, or an incapability of accepting the Initiation in the first place. Hence it has been a 
necessary course of action to create the Yahrin Mystery School of ARACEAE, with inside the Academy for 
GKCA. So that the True Teachings of GKCA and the Yahrin may be preserved and protected for the highest 
Benefit of All, and that those who truly hear the Call may have a safe and secure Space to Honor and be 
Honored within the Initiation and their Authentic Divine Service.
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2.2. An Online Worldwide Vortex 

ARACEAE is an online Mystery School; making it accessible worldwide for anyone who feels to Be 
Inspired and Ignited within the Ever Evolving New Paradigm.  
The old paradigm Mystery Schools were/are off-grid secluded vortexes, creating an extra field of separation 
within a world of separation. Evolution, however, needs a specific combination of Discernment ánd 
Unification. This is where the online aspect brings in the Essence of Unification through allowing One to 
Balance (B-Al-An-Ce: Be All And See) within the All That Is. 
 
ARACEAE encourages One to be inspired by One’s “normal” daily life’s experiences; One’s family, job, daily 
tasks, joys and challenges, the reflections of all possible mentalities and belief systems through encountering 
other beings… in order to embrace Unity whilst simultaneously realizing ever deeper Discernment towards 
One’s Essential Embodiment. As ARACEAE not only focusses on Ascension (gathering higher knowledge), 
yet also on Integration and Embodiment; where One embodies the knowledge into Wisdom and so is able to 
stand anywhere in the world within One’s True Nature. In True Harmony with All That Is, yet Present 
within One’s Integrity. Where One is inspired by the world and humanity as it is now; in order to create 
New Paradigm ways/projects/services/technologies to support Evolution wherever necessary and asked for. 
 
One should however Honor the ARACEAE Initiation Vortex and not mix it up with other Initiation 
Vortexes, a certain level of Integrity/Discernment is required for One’s own benefit; 

 
2.3. Honorable Exclusivity 

It is important to address the energetic  intensity of an Initiation Vortex, and how the extent of One’s 
Devotion/Focus effects the final result (Embodiment) of the Initiation. Especially within a vortex like 
ARACEAE, which is a very meticulous New Paradigm Structure, both within the metaphysical as within the 
physical plane. So meticulous that it is impossible to explain all that is within this vortex and exactly 
how it works, within words. It can only be felt through participation, and the more devoted One is, the 
more One will See and Feel the entirety of the structure in its Ever Expanding Presence. The intensity 
of ARACEAE is a 24/7 continuous space holding for One’s Divine Embodiment; ARACEAE is a 
‘Womb’ for Rebirth, Growth, Expansion and Embodiment. 
 
An Integer Initiation Vortex holds space for Divine Growth, Rebirth and Embodiment within Grace; 
wherein One could compare the Initiator (and thus the Initiation Vortex created through the Initiator’s 
Presence) to a mother energy with her womb representing the nurturing space for the Initiates.  
 
Each “mother” (whether the Initiator is masculine or feminine) has an authentic composition of nurturing 
ingredients within the womb space (like a ‘placenta’), which allows for the Initiate to grow into his/her full 
potential. The full potential which the nutrients of the womb of the “mother” allows; the highest capacity of 
the Initiator’s Womb or Complete Initiation Vortex (= all Initiations existing within the Initiator’s Presence/
Capacity) is the highest possible outcome of the Initiate’s Embodiment within that specific vortex. 
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Taking this metaphor of the Initiator being “the mother” and the Initiation Vortex being “the womb”, One 
can see that just like a mother being pregnant of a child; One cannot be extracted from a “womb” (Initiation) 
before “the fetus is fully grown” or before the Initiation is completed. As this would cause the Embodiment 
to be distorted or even to “die”; as to where all the growth would disappear and One’s conscious effort of 
participation would have been useless. This is the main reason why ARACEAE is a New Paradigm 
Mystery School and asks for complete Devotion within a Circle Movement and One’s full investment 
(of the tuition and One’s Full Yes Commitment) up front; as to assure the completion of (at least) one 
Initiation, for the Highest Benefit of the Initiate. It is the responsibility of the Initiator’s Integrity to make 
sure that the Initiate can move through the Initiation in a way that is Beneficial (for all involved) and where 
One receives the result of One’s investment. (Through some past experiences and testimonials of Initiates it has 
become a clear necessity to apply this agreement.) 

It is important to give One’s Full Devotion to only one Initiation Vortex at a time. When we keep using the 
metaphor of the pregnant mother, One can See; if the fetus would be taken out of the womb and placed into 
another, or going back and forth, it would not receive any nourishment as the umbilical chord would be 
detached. Even if the umbilical chord would be reattached each time anew; the different sets of nourishment 
would create disturbance and confusion in the growth of the fetus (= the growth of One’s Consciousness and 
DNA upgrade). Let stand the difficulty of the mother(s) holding space during this process; it would make 
her space holding exhausting within all these “operations”; through which she cannot give her best during 
the pregnancy; and thus it would create unsuccessful or even harmful outcomes for both the Initiator and the 
Initiate - or more simply said “a waste of time and energy of both their investments”.  

 
Now also imagine there being twins (or triplets or …) - which is the metaphor for the Circle holding other 
Initiates - in the same womb; how it would also negatively effect and disturb the growth of the other(s) 
present within the same womb/vortex. Within an ARACEAE Circle Movement all participants are 
connected metaphysically, and any disturbance is felt simultaneously by all. Hence exclusivity is required 
when entering an Initiation on the level of intensity like ARACEAE; both for the benefit of One’s Own 
Being, as the benefit of all other participants, and out of Respect and Honor towards everyone Present 
within the Circle. 
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On a more non-metaphorical note; One should consider the meticulosity of the ARACEAE vortex within the 
currently unparalleled nature of its Intention and Composition; the continuous metaphysical “surgery” taking 
place during the Genetic Key Code Alchemy process, requires absolute focus of both Initiator and Initiate 
for it to succeed in full potential. If One were to participate within another Initiation vortex during an 
ARACEAE Circle Movement or during Post-Integration Time (= specific amount of integration time after 
Initiation is completed), this “surgery” would be interrupted and can potentially cause severe damage or simply 
not give One’s system the opportunity to InJoy the Activations taking place due to too many distractions.  
 
ARACEAE has no intention to separate One from the rest of Existence, or to prevent One from being able 
to participate in other Initiations, in fact; participation within an ARACEAE Initiation will bring One to a 
deeper level of Purity and Clarity, so that One can Unite even deeper within the All That Is, in absolute 
Sovereignty and Self Empowerment. In this way, One can benefit even more from any (Initiation) Vortex 
One chooses to exist within, also outside of ARACEAE after an Initiation is completed. For this potential 
beneficial outcome, temporary discernment is required, as well as absolute Devotion during the entire span 
of One's Initiation. 
 
It is also important to innerstand that there are many false Initiation Vortexes currently present on Earth, 
due to the huge hype around specifically spirituality and the raising of One’s Consciousness and Vibration. 
An Initiation Vortex is “false” when the Initiator is not working within Integrity and/or has not attained and 
maintained True Embodiment; resulting in incomplete expressions of the Mystery Teachings, and thus 
creating more harm than good within the One that submits to the Initiation. Part of the exclusivity required 
within an ARACEAE Initiation, is to protect One from potentially false influences distracting the 
Embodiment Journey of One’s True Potential. Nevertheless, even “good” Initiation Vortexes can also 
disturb One’s Process; as previously explained within the womb-metaphor. 
 
To make it more clear, following are some examples of which sort of Initiation Vortexes are highly 
recommended to be avoided during an ARACEAE Initiation and during Post-Integration Time, and 
which Initiation Vortexes could be beneficial and even of assistance to One’s Integration and 
Embodiment Process:

1. Disturbing/distracting vortexes during an ARACEAE Initiation: 
- Any other kind of academy, seminar, workshop, books,… holding space for metaphysical teachings/
Raising of One’s Consciousness/Spirituality. 
- Spiritual and religious ‘retreats’ where One is in direct communication with and under the influence of 
another Initiator/guru/priest/… 
- Participating in ceremonial vortexes; whether religious or indigenous, with or without the use of natural 
medicines (like ayahuasca, mushrooms, ibogaine, etc.). 
- Receiving guidance or an activational session from another Initiator, activator, healer, therapist or 
psychologist who does not work within ARACEAE.

2. Assisting/beneficial/non-disturbing vortexes during an ARACEAE Initiation: 
- Participating in courses which teach One a craft or skill, f.e.: a business course, an art course, doing 
sports, yoga (without strong philosophical influence of the teacher), dance,… anything “practical”. 
- Participating in silence retreats, Vipassana retreats, detox retreats,… (without strong philosophical 
influence of the teacher/space holder). 
- Doing a sweat lodge ceremony (without strong influence of another Initiator/Ceremony leader). 
- Receiving extra guidance from other Initiated Beings within the ARACEAE vortex. 
- Being within a solo-ignited ceremony where One is Initiating One’s Self without other participants. 
- Holding space for others out of One’s Authentic Service/Vortex. 
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To summarize; One’s ‘Devotion within Exclusivity’ is to ensure there are no unexpected or unnecessary 
disturbances taking place during One’s Activation Process within one ARACEAE Initiation, which 
could temporarily divert One’s Process or even completely undo the Activation that has been or is or 
will be taking place - which would be a shame of One’s Investment of time and energy. After One’s 
Initiation is completed, and One has honored Post-Integration Time, One can join any Initiation vortex 
of One’s True Heart’s Choice. 
 
All Initiations on planet Earth, pure or impure, true or false, can teach One something on some level. In 
essence there is nothing that can truly permanently “go wrong”. In the most severe case, One becomes 
traumatized by a false Initiation Vortex, and so has to be deeply devoted to spend an extended amount of 
time and energy to recover, and to discover the Higher Wisdom embedded within the traumatic experience. 
ARACEAE however stands for the belief that One does not need to experience trauma in order to achieve 
and embody Higher Wisdom; as this Higher Wisdom is inherent within every Being, it simply needs to be 
awakened. Devotion within Purity awakens these inherent “Pearls” in a more loving way, giving One more 
energy and motivation to keep evolving Beyond, and thus creating Beneficial Evolution. 
 
To participate within an Initiation is to Honor One’s Personal Investment and Choice as well as the 
investment of the Initiator (and of the Assistants and fellow Initiates) by committing to one vortex of 
Initiation at a time in order to receive the complete upgrade of One’s True Heart’s Intention, whether it 
is ARACEAE or any other vortex. Yet especially within ARACEAE; to allow the immense amount of 
the obvious and (more so) the subtle Activations ignited through Genetic Key Code Alchemy - which 
are continuously present, day and night, for the entire six months of one Circle Movement plus Post-
Integration Time - to be able to take place for the benefit of One’s Being. 
 
 

2.4. Post-Integration Time

 
 
When considering participation within an ARACEAE Circle Movement, One is recommended to be aware 
of the necessity of Post-Integration Time after an Initiation. (Especially when One decides to only participate within 
one Circle Movement.) The ‘surgery’ taking place within One’s Consciousness and DNA during the Initiation, 
is “working after hours” so to say, once the six month Initiation is completed. It has a certain “afterglow” and 
thus keeps working on its own for a longer time. As long as the afterglow continues, until it reaches a certain 
level of completion (as of course an Initiation has an effect within One’s system for the rest of One’s Life, if 
One so allows), One's body (both physical and metaphysical) needs some time to get used to the New. 
 
Honoring Post-Integration Time will bring the nourishment and care One needs to anchor into a new 
solidity, or in other words; to completely Embody the Initiated Energies. When we look again at the 
“mother-womb-pregnancy metaphor”, we see that Honoring Post-Integration through holding the same 
integrity and exclusivity as during the Initiation, is like “being breast fed” instead of receiving chemically 
constructed milk powder out of a box, so to say. It allows One to receive all the organic, natural, essential 
and highly beneficial nutrients One needs to grow strong and become much more immune to any “dis-eases” 
(on any level) that could distract One from (and even undo) One’s Embodied Purity and Clarity. 
Many Initiates testify that they feel the “Warmth of the Womb” less once the Circle ends, and just like a baby 
learning how to take its first Breaths, it can initially feel a little fragile. This is why it is absolutely necessary 
to honor Post Integration Time. In the last group gathering multiple Integration options are discussed to 
bring One the best (manageable) options.  
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When One has completed a Circle Movement - and decides to temporarily or permanently nót participate 
within another Circle Movement* - One should consider a conscious Integration Time of several months, 
depending on the total length of One’s participation. After participation in a first Circle Movement (six 
month Initiation), One should allow for a six month Post-Integration Time. After participation in a first 
complete Cycle (three consecutive Circle Movements, thus 18 months) One should Honor a Post-
Integration Time of three months.  
(*) When joining a consecutive Circle Movement, no post-integration time is needed.

*
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3. ARACEAE Benefaction

 
3.1. Beneficial Effects Within Reality

 
 
So what does ARACEAE bring of Beneficial Effects within the Self and within the Whole?  
Is this Vortex in alignment with Your Heart and Your Intentions? 
 
1. For the Collective: as mentioned above: to allow Transcendence to create Evolution and thus maintain 
Existence for the Benefit of All That Is. True Evolution will allow Humanity to break through the repetitive 
patterns which are harming the Self and the All, and so open the possibility to find ever evolving new ways 
and technologies to exist and co-exist ever more harmoniously within the All.

 
2. For the Self within the Collective:

- To release any suppressing and/or distracting addictive energies of any kind within and without 
One’s Being: The ARACEAE Initiation allows for all bodies (spiritual, emotional, mental, physical, 
ethereal) to be balanced and purified ever more, so bringing Clarity within One’s blind spots and thus 
allowing deeper motivation to grow and evolve within One’s Higher Potential and Self-Empowerment.

- To come into an ever deeper Embodied state of One’s Authentic Being and Service within the Whole: 
through innerstanding ever deeper the Unity of All That Is, releasing the ego-driven forces, and coming 
into ever deeper Connection within the Essence, within and without. Resulting in feeling deeper Peace 
and Harmony within the Self, within any situation.

- To embrace a New Philosophy which allows One to innerstand more of Life and Existence. To see a 
New Perspective which brings a deeper experienced FreedOhm and Abundance on any level. 

- To innerstand ever deeper the Origin of One’s Authentic Nature, and thus have a more clear 
direction in Life: to truly come to “know One’s Self” and thus be able to make ever more clear decisions 
in One’s Life, based on beneficial outcomes for All That Is.

- To feel more strong and protected from within: The more One achieves balance - activated through 
Genetic Key Code Alchemy - the more One will be able to heal (and eventually become immune to) any 
form of dis-ease; emotionally, mentally, spiritually and physically.

- To learn a New Language, a new and deeper way of Expressing One’s True Inner Being, and so 
effectively use it to improve One’s individual and collective experience. To become a True (Genetic 
Key Code) Alchemist creating and manifesting for the Benefit of All.

- To feel a deeper sense of Harmony, Connection, Balance, Innerstanding, Well Being, Purpose and 
Unity within the All. 

- To Activate Evolution and be a more conscious CoCreator; a pioneer and space holder of the Ever 
Evolving New.

- To positively challenge One’s Self and explore the vastness of One’s Potential.

- To increase One’s sense and experience of Abundance on any level.

- To attain and maintain harmonious relationships of any kind.

- To achieve True Love and Inner Peace.

- And so much more…
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3.2. Evolutionary Consciousness

When One hears the Call to join ARACEAE, it probably means that One is consciously or 
subconsciously seeking a New View, a New Way of Life; that One feels guided towards an Expanded 
Experience. One may feel deeply within One’s Heart that “there must be something more, something beyond…”, 
but may find difficulty to see the doors - or even know how to get to the doors - of this “New”, of this 
“Beyond”, let stand how to open the doors and step through in order to fully Be Embodied within the New, 
within One’s True Self, within One’s Embodied Potential. 
 
ARACEAE offers a steady pathway, carefully and gracefully created through the Collective Genetic 
Key Codes which light up the path towards these “New Doors” in Clarity and in Purity; so One can see 
the path more clearly and have the support to make the necessary progressive steps. The following 
metaphor seems to assist many in more clearly understanding this pathway of the Key Codes: 
 
One could compare it to Human Consciousness being “stuck” within the “Circles of Hell” from Dante’s 
Inferno; where life seems an endless journey of repeating the same story without (much) alternative. Not to 
say that One necessarily must feel as if One is in “hell” - more so to say that One feels limited within One’s 
Being and Life Experience; as if One has hit the ceiling, yet can feel so clearly that “there must be a next floor 
above that ceiling, it is not the end, it cannot be…”. It also feels like a lot of (endless) work to climb up the walls of 
that pit or to break through that ceiling, and when One does make the effort, it is very easy to fall back 
down, whether One is conscious of it or not. Often One may even truly believe One is moving forward, yet 
the conditioned illusions are preventing One from seeing that One is actually walking around in circles, only 
for One to realize (years) later that One is indeed still at the same spot.  
This is where the Key Codes create a “ladder”; standing steady, straight and strong against the wall of this 
“pit” of the limiting Human Consciousness/Karmic Realm. Each step of the ladder is represented by a Key 
Code, all following each other up gracefully, and showing One how to take the step, how to stand on it and 
how to prepare for the next step. In this way One cannot possibly fall back - that is; when One takes the 
responsibility in making the effort to take the steps (as in; simply following the Codes, Classes and Personal/
Group Activations as presented in the ARACEAE structure - and implementing the guidance awakened 
within the Self). The Codes form a ladder; not a lift where One is just carried all the way up without any 
conscious effort. The Codes support those who are willing and ready to be devoted in making the effort, let 
go of what no longer serves, and so go Beyond the Known, into deeper Sovereignty, Self-Empowerment, 
Abundance and FreedOhm, Ever Evolving, for the Benefit of All That Is.  
 
When One has climbed up the complete “ladder” of the specific order and construction of all the fifty-one 
Collective Genetic Key Codes within one Circle Movement/Initiation, One will feel this deep sense of 
FreedOhm, Self-Empowerment and Abundance; as One’s Heart will have awakened to the Higher Truth 
that there indeed is a “Beyond” and that it is possible to embody this “Beyond”. For most Initiates however, it 
takes generally three consecutive Circle Movements (thus the completion of Cycle One) to achieve complete 
release of the old (karmic/human/ancestral energies/DNA) and fully be embodied within the New on all 
levels; both within One’s Inner Being as within One’s Life Experience on Earth. Embodied Ascension is not 
an “instant miracle fix”; it requires attention, devotion and conscious effort to be attained ánd maintained. It 
is not to be underestimated that each time One climbs up the ladder towards a New and Expanded level of 
Existence, One will feel more Radiant Empowered and Free yet simultaneously One needs to each time 
Honor more Responsibility to “stand on the New Platform and hold One’s Balance”.  
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This is where ARACEAE not only offers the “steps of the ladder”, yet also the information (metaphysical 
technologies and techniques - as well as the New Paradigm Philosophy) in how to maintain and balance the 
responsibility of the Expanded FreedOhm; resulting that One is within Embodied Ascension, ever more.  
In other words; each ARACEAE Initiation (Circle Movement) brings One from one level of homeostasis to 
the next, each time containing more of All That Is, each time feeling more “Freed*Ohm”. And through the 
meticulous structure and guidance, One will each time become stronger to carry “All That Is” in Grace.  
In this way One could see that ARACEAE is also a very beneficial structure for highly sensitive/intuitive or 
extremely mentally active beings; as it allows One to remember how to Hold Space for One’s True and Vast 
Nature. 
 
ARACEAE works within the Stream of Consciousness of the Yahrin Lineage; allowing for the Human 
Consciousness to go beyond its limitations. Currently there is a very conceptual belief dominating within the 
collective Human Consciousness on “what Human Enlightenment/God/theUniverse is”, and that this 
concept or belief is “the end of the road”. Thus this concept creates a field of illusion within the All That Is, 
as it says that Consciousness has a beginning and an end. In other words; it is limited. Within the Yahrin All 
Is Infinite within Itself. There is no end; there is always the possibility of the seemingly impossible Beyond 
what Is, there is always a possibility for growth and thus Life and Existence. 
Without Evolution there would be no Life, nothing would exist; as stagnation (= the opposite of evolution) 
results in the gradual disintegration towards complete disappearance of what is. Anything which stands still 
for too long, without receiving/creating new nourishment, will loose its existential force. In essence One 
could see that believing in the current perception of human enlightenment to be the “end of the road” is 
similar to believing that the Earth is flat, or believing that a tree can survive without water, earth, air and/or 
light. There is always something beyond what is perceived, as long as there is Existence, there is Evolution 
and thus an Ever Evolving New Paradigm, Beyond. 
 
Thus in order for Consciousness (conceived through Humanity) to stay alive within this Omniverse it 
needs the ingredient of Evolution. This is the main intention of the Yahrin Lineage coming into the 
Human Consciousness Realm; to bring the possibility of a next level of Evolution: a “New Philosophy” 
or a “New Paradigm” Beyond Human Consciousness, for the Benefit of All That Is. 
 
The ARACEAE structure allows for the impossible to become possible beyond any imagination yet always 
within the Highest Benefit of All; offered through the guidance/inspiration of the Yahrin Lineage. This 
means there are also infinite “upgrades” within consciousness and the respective metaphysical structures and 
techniques/technologies within these fields of consciousness. 
 
Within ARACEAE, the concept of the Diamond Consciousness is the initial door to step into the Yahrin 
Vortex. The Diamond Consciousness is so to say “Human Enlightenment” or the mastery of Human 
Consciousness; wherein the metaphor is that the diamond is formed through high pressure; thus One rising 
above the pressure of “drama” or the “karmic realm” into One’s Inner Diamond Presence: Strong, Radiant 
and Full of Wisdom, reflecting Purity and Clarity. The Diamond Consciousness is the carrier for the 
ARACEAE preparation courses; the Metamorphose Course and the Advancement Course.  
Within the first Cycle, and thus within One’s first ARACEAE Circle Movement, One will master the 
Diamond Consciousness through a beautiful tantric weaving within the Ahsinah Consciousness; which is the 
first layer of Consciousness ignited through the Yahrin Lineage, a “tweak” so to say of the Diamond 
Consciousness, that allows One to tap into the Ever Evolving New Paradigm. Each Cycle has a new 
overseeing Consciousness where the previous one becomes upgraded within new Metaphysical Techniques 
(Mystery Teachings/Metaphysical “Vehicles”/etc), allowing One to keep exploring within Evolution of the 
Self and the All That Is.
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3.3. Holding Space For New Generations 

Part of the Intention of ARACEAE and Garden of Araina is to raise attention to those who care for the New 
Generations; as more and more the children who come to Earth in these times are coming in with ever higher 
levels of Consciousness. For those children who do come with these inherent higher frequencies, the current 
education systems are not capable to hold space for their inherent knowledge to be developed into True 
Embodied Wisdom (= practical gifts/technologies/techniques/… for the Benefit of Humanity). 
 
The Garden of Ariana’s and ARACEAE’s purpose is to assist One within One’s personal Evolution and 
also eventually have more adults ready to potentially hold space for these New Generations; as these 
hold the Key to the actualization of the Ever Evolving New Paradigm. If we were to not evolve the 
current education system, the inherent higher consciousness of these children will be suppressed and thus no 
further collective evolution will take place. The philosophy of the Garden and ARACEAE brings awareness 
in being Open to the New, to the unknown; the Vastness of the New. To learn to listen to One’s Inherent 
Purity, and thus to be able to truly listen and hold space for these New Generations from the day they are 
born; so they may dismiss the traumatic experiences of not being able to be One’s Self, and fully focus on 
anchoring in their inherent Wisdom.  
 
AhnėYah has had many experiences with those children that have these inherent evolutionary frequencies, 
where they are naturally attracted to Genetic Key Code Alchemy and even ask her if she can teach them this 
Alchemy/Technology. It gives them a sense of Truth and Belonging, a sense of Purpose, it brings Joy and 
Empowerment to Be Here Now, Fully. We see many children currently addicted to their phones and social 
media hypes; as in Essence many of them are “bored” as the current society does not excite them; it doesn’t 
resonate at their frequency. Deep down they feel they cannot be their true selves in this society, they are not 
supported by their surroundings, thus they fill their existence with distracting superficial energies, numbing 
down their Essential Nature. 
 
The Yahrin Lineage brings in this sense of Evolution and being open for Evolution, for “what else is 
possible”, for “the impossible made possible”. Igniting the True Hearts within these New Generations; as 
they see a way to be able to express their inherent Wisdoms, their Divine Purpose, their Evolutionary 
Creativity; “Who” They Really “Are” and why they chose to Be Here in the first place. 
 
Participating within ARACEAE does not mean One has to become a conscious space holder for the New 
Generations, yet it does offer this possibility when One would feel the passion within One’s Authentic 
Purpose. Currently there is no official “Araina Children’s Education” system set, yet it is within the 
continuous intention to come to the actualization of this project, in whichever way would be of the highest 
benefit and alignment. There are already some Initiates within ARACEAE who are official teachers within 
the old paradigm school structures, and they too have experimented with the Codes and see how the children 
light up and become more consciously active; it is definitely an active manifestation process within all Hearts 
of ARACEAE. 
 
When One joins ARACEAE and feels ignited and inspired to assist the New Generations within the New 
Paradigm space holding; there is a lot of space to CoCreate within ARACEAE - with AhnėYah and other 
Initiates - and help to bring this vision into realization.
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3.4. Testimonials

♥ A’ura K’aran, Initiate ARACEAE since 2019 and ARACEAE Assistant: 
 
“I Believe, I Believe Everything Is All Ways As It Should Be. As With This 
Training, It All Ways Was A Full Yes From The Core Of My Being. A Full 
Surrender To All Which Presented Its Self And Had To Come Through. Full 
Trust, From The Beginning.

50 Key Codes Of An Extraordinary And Balanced Beauty, I Breathed Deeply Into My Being, Week After 
Week. Such Deep Gratitude And Honoring To This Magic Initiation Process. Code After Code I Became 
More Aware And Conscious Of The Pure Essence That I Am Within My Natural Being. I See These Codes 
As Reflections Of A Higher Power Within Me, Which Activates And Balances, And Which Have Freed Me 
From All Illusions And Brought Me Back To My True Core. My Purity.

They Live Within Me Now, I Can Call Upon Them, All Ways And Every Time Again. I Feel A Deep Peace 
And Trust Within My Self, My Path, And The Connection With Life.

I Thank Ahnéyah And Honor Her For Her Extraordinary Gift, Her Presence, Her Pure Being. I Thank My 
Self And Honor My Self For Following My Heart And For The Gift I Gave My Self. My Heart Is Open 
Now; I Live In Freedom And Happiness.

Thank You, Thank You, Thank You.”

♥ Katarina Ava’Yahnah, Initiate ARACEAE since 2019 and ARACEAE Assistant: 
 
“These past eleven months AhnėYah took me on the most wonderful journey I 
could ever dream of. It went even far beyond of what I ever could have 
imagined. She showed me a path of Clarity, of Balance, of Full Liberation, inside 
and out. AhnėYah’s teachings didn’t change me, they brought me closer to my 
Inner Core, to my True Self. She knows how deeply I respect and love her, but it 
is impossible for me to put that into human words…"
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♥ Na’IhYah, Initiate ARACEAE since 2020: 
 
“If there is one thing I could say it would be to listen to your heart when it 
guides you towards the academy! I am so so so grateful I did. It can feel like a 
big step, a huge step, and it is; into your most beautiful truest powerful loving 
self you could ever imagine. 
I cannot express enough my Love for the academy and the key codes. The 
proces is so beautiful, quickly effortlessly and joyfully guiding you, opening 
you, cleansing you into your most beautiful real divine sparkling self that you 
have always been.  

You will easily let go of the pains, fears, worries, doubts or believes that you might not even realise you carry. 
You will come into full clarity, your infinite power and walk with grace. You will become a master of your 
life within no time. I have never felt so much trust, surrender, guidance and support. Everything keeps 
falling into perfect place. I feel I am deeply surrendered to the divine guidance and my most beautiful Self 
and feel so much bliss, endless unconditional love like I never felt before. > 
> From the moment I decided to join the academy my life changed, and kept changing, into the life that I 
always knew I wanted but didn’t quite manifest so easily. Ever more aligned with what I love and who I am 
and what my hearts guides me to do. Everything around me keeps reflecting the inner beauty of my being, 
showing me the perfection and infinite intelligence of the all that is. 
I laugh so much more. Life has become very easy, also when it is not easy on the outside (or inside) my 
attitude is one of gratitude and love. Of open receptivity. Being able to hold anything with strength, softness 
and grace. I could not have dreamt nor imagined the place the academy took me, and so quickly, effortlessly 
and with so much joy also!  
The technology of the key codes is from the highest vibration and works so effectively beyond what the mind 
could comprehend. The sequence of the different codes is so perfect building onto each other, transforming 
you every day again. Be ready for complete transformation into the One you have always longed for! In 
addition to the key codes you will receive online classes that are of such incredible quality, I have never seen 
anything that comes close to this amount of clarity. Drawing the key codes has become my favorite way to 
spend me-time as it is so transforming, nourishing, joyful and effective. 
And on top of this truly truly truly amazing gift - to yourself but also to the collective and the all that is - you 
will also find yourself in the most loving, inspiring, powerful, beautiful and honest community of light 
bringing souls.”

 

♥ Anne EléYah, Initiate ARACEAE since 2020 and ARACEAE Assistant:  
 
“Being for more than 20 years in the medical sector, I must say this is beyond 
potent... One Key Code Reading is the equivalent of 10 up to sometimes a lifetime 
of therapy sessions! I was able to break through so many patterns through joining 
the Academy... I have never seen any form of therapy or healing this strong with 
lasting benefits.”
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4. ARACEAE Embrace 

4.1. Genetic Key Code Alchemy (GKCA)

 
When one joins ARACEAE, One will be led through an Initiation based on GKCA, and simultaneously 
One will be able to learn how to emit/transmit GKCA in order to become Certified (after completion 
Cycle One) and perform sessions and initiations within this evolutionary Metaphysical Technology. 
One however is not required to become Certified; One can also choose to move through the Initiation 
without incorporating it into an Earthly Service. Yet it is important to innerstand that GKCA is not a craft or 
study like any other; when One chooses to embrace GKCA through the Initiations within ARACEAE, it 
becomes much more than just a technique for healing and transformation within and without the Self, it 
becomes a Philosophy, a Lifestyle, a way of Being and Innerstanding Existence to an ever deeper level of 
Embodied Purity, which is both Empowering for One’s Sovereign Existence as well as Beneficial for 
Collective Evolution. Thus even when One would choose to not practically “draw Genetic Key Codes” 
(which is only one of the many aspects within GKCA), One naturally becomes a Genetic Key Code 
Alchemist in simply Being One’s True Self, emitting the Codes’ Frequencies through One’s ever deeper 
embodied Divine Integrity/Essential Purity. 
 
The Evolution of Humanity and the All That Is, is an ultimate paradox; it happens both naturally as well 
as needing Our Conscious Effort for it to be able to exist. As We grow and evolve, so need Our Technologies 
and Healing Techniques be upgraded in each moment Now, to give Humanity and Human Consciousness 
the highest potential of Realization. There is currently a lack of True New Paradigm Teachings, as most 
teachings are based in a belief system of limited awareness, where One is dependent on and designed by 
external influences "of a higher power", and therefor One is continuously subconsciously conditioned into a 
codependent nature. Genetic Key Code Alchemy (GKCA) offers the Ever Evolving Quantum Leap 
desired by the Unified Heart, allowing One to Remember One's Original Sovereign, Self-Empowered, 
Omniversal Nature. The more Humanity allows the Ever Evolving New Now to Be, the more Humanity 
will Rise into a Harmonious, Sustainable and thus Supportive of Beneficial Universal and Multiversal 
Evolution. 
 
Genetic Key Code Alchemy is a Metaphysical Technology* which activates One's DNA ever more; allowing 
for Spiritual, Emotional, Mental, Physical and Ethereal Alignment; resulting in reaching and embodying an 
ever higher capacity of One's Consciousness. All That Is has a Metaphysical Blueprint; without this 
blueprint, nothing could ex-is-t in this physical realm. True change can only take place when this original 
blueprint is upgraded. When One upgrades only within the physical, the change is superficial and fleeting. 
One needs to upgrade the Core of One's Existence; the metaphysical blueprint, in order to have the result of 
True and Permanent Change, permeating automatically into the activation of One's physical Experience, 
improving One's Existence which is not only beneficial for the individual, yet also for the Whole. In other 
words: Genetic Key Code Alchemy activates True Embodiment of ever higher levels of Consciousness, 
resulting in an ever deeper Loving, Sovereign, Harmonious and Abundant CoCreation within the All 
That Is. 
(*) >> An application of higher knowledge to enhance Human Life, focussed on bringing awareness to the inherent and 
universal elements of reality which are not easily discovered or experienced in our everyday life. Metaphysical Technology rediscovers the 
concepts of existence, space and time, cause and effect, possibility and the correlation of the multiverses (multidimensionality) within the 
physical experience.
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Genetic Key Code Alchemy adopts this Technology within the World of Alchemy; which is a "seemingly 
magical process of transformation or creation”; The Codes touch the seemingly untouchable and thus this 
Alchemy allows for One to Activate and Remember One's inherent Divine Potential, or Divine DNA, or 

Higher Potential, or Multidimensional Nature.  

⚛ How is Genetic Key Code Alchemy different from other healing techniques, educations or 
philosophies currently present on Earth ?

Most vortexes present a conditioning and limited universe or awareness. Take for example astrology or 
human design or gene keys or any form of education or religion present in the current society; all these 
vortexes present a specific type of "boxes" wherein One should fit. If One is born at a certain time, or in a 
certain place or is at a certain age, these boxes make One believe that all is pre-destined and One so has no 
power over the Evolution of One's Existence. In this way, it has been impossible for the masses to reach any 
True Embodied form of Sovereignty and Freedom; which is necessary to reach deeper Harmony. Thus 
resulting in a disharmonious coexistence between Humanity on Earth and within this Omniverse. 
Simultaneously this period of “boxing” has been necessary to prepare Humanity for the next level, through a 
deep subconscious pressure of resistance that has been building up and is now ready to push One through to 
the next level > Thus; Diamond Consciousness (and beyond) being the next level of Collective Potential.

GKCA offers a clear pathway of this next level of Divine FreedOhm presented through the Genetic 
Key Codes - which embody the Ever Evolving New Paradigm; wherethrough anyone is perceived to 
have the same potential within the Self, as long as One is truly and wholly devoted to the Path of 
Evolution, and willing to release all which no longer serves without any expectation, stepping 
consciously on the Path of Inner Divine Union; Becoming One within the All That Is. In this way 
GKCA releases One from the Karmic/Human Cycle into True Sovereignty/Freed*Ohm/Love. 

⚛ What are the Benefits of Genetic Key Code Alchemy? How does it work?

A GKCA Session can be offered in many ways, and can resolve any disturbance or disease on any level 
within the Human Experience. From spiritual to emotional to mental to physical to ethereal distress. 
AhnėYah herself was able to cure herself from cancer and complete blindness in one eye, together with 
upgrading her life to higher abundance on all levels. Clients and initiates within the Academy have 
experienced healings like: healing cancer, straightening physical imbalance (a leg which was bent for the 
client's entire life, was set straight after one Key Code Tatau Ceremony), coming into True Love and 
balanced relationships, activating miraculous healing abilities, simply feeling more ease and grace within 
One's existence through healing ancestral and childhood traumas and so much more… The reason why 
GKCA is so potent is because it mainly Activates One's True Divine Nature by igniting the Remembrance of 
Divinity Within into Embodiment. In GKCA it is believed that any kind of dis-ease exists from dis-harmony 
between One's Essential Purity and One's physical daily life experience. As GKCA touches the deepest 
subconscious layers, the root of the cause can be resolved and thus the dis-ease transmutes into a higher 
beneficial outcome. 
In this way One can See that GKCA enhances the DNA of any living essence: DNA is known as “the carrier 
of Genetic information”, or “the fundamental and distinctive characteristics or qualities of someone or something, especially 
when regarded as unchangeable”. When that which is regarded as ‘unchangeable’ - which is the core issue - does 
become resolved through an upgrade within One's deeper Embodied Consciousness, One's DNA reflects 
this upgrade and thus One is able to reach and Be within One's Higher Potential on all levels. 
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⚛ What are Genetic Key Codes?

Genetic Key Codes are “living entities” - energetic frequencies or Essences - coming from Beyond Space and 
Time; from beyond the known realm or any known frequencies to Human Kind.  
Just like any kind of relationship; the more One is Devoted in True Respect and Honor to their Existence, 
the more they communicate ever stronger and give ever deeper activation. When something is ignored, it 
eventually dies, when something is nurtured through giving it loving attention, it grows and evolves. Hence 
when One chooses to work with Genetic Key Code Alchemy, One needs to Open One's Heart to the Tantric 
Weaving becoming ever more ‘intimate’ and thus ever deeper effective. One so embraces Divine CoCreation 
between One’s Self and the Codes; CoCreating an Ever Evolving New Paradigm of a Higher Beneficial 
Outcome. The effect of these Codes brings about an Activation of One's Higher Potential and releases 
what no longer serves to make space for this Higher Potential; hence the experience can feel both blissful 
and sometimes ‘uneasy’; when the energies that no longer are serving are being brought to the surface to so 
be able to be seen, integrated and transmuted into Higher Wisdom, and thus a Higher Level of 
Consciousness. (Hence the strong space holding within ARACEAE is absolutely necessary for One to move through all 
fifty-one Collective Genetic Key Codes)

This Tantric Weaving can otherwise be explained as Quantum Entanglement; 
"Quantum entanglement is a phenomenon in which entangled systems exhibit correlations that cannot be 
explained by classical physics. It has recently been suggested that a similar process occurs between people and 
explains anomalous phenomena such as healing."

In other words; when two or more particles link up in a certain way, no matter how far apart they are in 
space, their states remain linked. That means they share a common, unified quantum state. Based on the 
properties of entanglement, our brainwaves may literally affect physical reality. This may be why we can feel 
someone thinking of us or ‘know’ they’re about to contact us. We’re simply picking up on the thought energy 
they’re transmitting our way. Thus when One consciously connects with the Genetic Key Codes - which 
are eternal within their Sovereign Evolutionary State - this Quantum Entanglement takes place and in 
this way One is in All*Ways and always connected to their Eternal Evolutionary Existence; resulting in 
the continuous upgrading of One’s own inner Consciousness. For this Eternal process to be able to take 
place, One needs to be in a constant state of Innerstanding and Surrender (= Devotion), realizing that the 
physical results of the upgrade taking place through the entanglement can occur instantly or take many years 
to become embodied; depending on One’s Devotion and Trust. The deeper One Trusts this process, the more 
the Codes will be able to offer their Service - bring their Activation - and guide One Home ever deeper to 
One's most Authentic Being. 
 
The Genetic Key Codes are the visual representation of the “keys” that unlock and upgrade One's 
Metaphysical Blueprint. All that is has a blueprint, not seen by the physical eye, as it is beyond the physical 
realm. This blueprint makes the physical become realized. So when something changes in the blueprint, the 
physical changes too. AhnėYah was able to translate these Codes from beyond the physical illusion into a 2D 
realm, within a very pure and clear way and easily perceived by the physical eye; as drawings on paper. Yet 
as mentioned above; the True Essence of these frequencies cannot possible be perceived within the current 
physical reality, not even with the best “special effects”. These 2D drawings however form a very strong and 
pure bridge (= coding) towards the Essential Activation of these Essences. When the Codes are seen by 
One's physical eyes, the Heart takes in the Activation of the Coding and starts remembering One's inherent 
capacity of a Higher Consciousness. One needs to understand this is a Process; as the Activation is 
imminent, the Embodiment takes Time and Devotion. The Codes work both through the Visual Realm as 
well as the Invisible Realm.  
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The visual aspect gives the Human Mind something to analyze, something to grasp, while the metaphysical 
mechanics - the True Essence - of the Code can work on One's Consciousness, One's Inner Being, and One’s 
DNA. They are an Essential Language which assist One in discerning Truth from falsehood on deeper levels 
than any other application currently known, as they speak to the Heart instead of the confined old paradigm/
Human mind. Especially when One joins an ARACEAE Circle Movement; the combination of their 
Essential Mantras, Prayers and Affirmations and their particular order within the entire structure of the 
Initiation, brings in the complete Activation on all levels.

When One sees the Codes, every single element, every dot, every line, has a meaning and an equal 
importance in the totality of the Code; thus every element combined in a specific Code brings the 
beneficial Activation. In this way One can understand that channeling/creating/working with DGKC 
requires a deep and very meticulous level of Mastery within One's Inner Alignment. This Mastery 
develops through participation within an ARACEAE Circle Movement; moving through all the 
Collective Genetic Key Codes in their specific order, receiving the classes and personal as well as group 
activations, and a lot of practice within GKCA on many levels. The more Circle Moments One 
participates within, the deeper the Mastery of GKCA. In other words; the deeper One’s Inner Devotion 
and Connection within One’s Essential Purity, the more potent One’s emittance of GKCA on any level. 

Genetic Key Code Alchemy Mastery/Potency =EQUALS= The Level of One’s Inner Divine Union 

Hence One can innerstand the necessity of combining the Academy for GKCA within a Mystery School; as 
without the Inner Alchemy awareness and Devotion, True GKCA cannot exist or be emitted from One’s 
Authentic Being. The level of Integrity that One Embodies radiates through the Codes One emits. (If One is 
not sufficiently masterful within GKCA, One could even potentially draw Codes that are non-beneficial for 
Individual and collective Evolution.)
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4.2. Circle Movement

The ARACEAE Initiation Vortex is currently built up within three Cycles, each consisting of a specific 
physical and metaphysical structure and each holding three (consecutive) Circle Movements. Each next 
Cycle represents a deeper level of Devotion and thus a deeper level of Activation and Embodiment 
within an Expanded level of Existence. 
 
The reason as to why there are different Cycles, is to honor the individual and authentic levels of intention 
within each new Initiate; as some feel inspired to go “all the way and Beyond” and be Embodied within 
Continuous Evolution, and some feel inspired to stay longer or permanently within a certain level of 
Ascended Embodiment in order to Present that specific Service within the All. ARACEAE does not judge 
between either intention, it embraces both, yet recognizes that these different intentions both need different 
structures of space holding. If One for example were to have the intention to stay Embodied on a certain 
level, yet is exposed to a vortex which makes One go Beyond that level, One’s blueprint would 
subconsciously be ignited to do so, resulting in One feeling uncomfortable and “being pushed” within One’s 
chosen experience. Thus in honor of each’s Authentic Purpose, there are extra deepening levels (Cycles) 
available. Meaning that the Metaphysical Technologies and Activations explained within the first Cycle will 
each time evolve within their structure in the next Cycle; allowing for gradual Evolution within Ascended 
Embodiment. As Service within the Yahrin can only bring what is consciously asked for; depending on the Evolution of the 
ARACEAE Initiates and the Collective, it is possible that more Cycles will be anchored in over “time”. 
 
A Circle Movement is another naming for one “Initiation round”, so to say, or; one participation within a 
complete 6-month Initiation of the 51 Collective Genetic Key Codes within a group setting. Each new Circle 
Movement, One moves through the same 51 Codes. Yet as the Codes are infinite within their inherent 
Essential Evolutionary Energy, and the upgrades of each Cycle/Circle Movement will expand One’s 
Consciousness and thus One’s ability in seeing the Codes’ True Nature; One will keep seeing more and more 
of the actual Truth and Purity of each Code, and thus become ever deeper Embodied within One’s Authentic 
Essential Purity. It is a beautiful phenomenon how Initiates moving through the Circle for the 6th time are 
still experiencing ever expanding dimensions within the Codes, and thus simultaneously within their own 
Consciousness.  
 
A Circle Movement however, is not simply moving through the Collective Genetic Key Codes. One will 
not receive the DNA Upgrade and Mystery Teachings of GKCA through only moving through the 
Codes. The Circle Movement includes the Activation put in by the Initiator, the Assistants and the other 
Participants, as well as a meticulously designed structure in how to move through the Codes, together 
with their Prayers, Mantras, affirmations and Quantum Activational Classes, ánd the weekly Group 
Activations (online gatherings). Without these extra elements, the Codes will be felt and purify certain 
levels, but will not bring a True Transcendence within One’s System. (One will receive a very detailed document 
on how the structure is built and why, when One joins ARACEAE.) 
Hence another reason for ARACEAE being a Mystery School, and for the Devotion required as well as the 
investment; which may feel initially like a lot for some, yet fully understandable for those who comprehend 
the level of extremely focussed work of the Initiator to hold space 24/7 for this vortex. Even tho One may see 
the Initiator only during Group Activations and Personal Readings, the Initiator is working every moment, 
both physically and/or metaphysically in keeping the DNA Upgrade Safe and Secure for each individual 
Initiate and for the entire Circle simultaneously, which obviously requires meticulous presence and thus lots 
of “sacrifice” (as in not being able to spend much time/energy elsewhere) within the Initiator’s personal life. 
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When One decides to participate within ARACEAE, One commits to participate within (minimum) one 
Circle Movement; thus one six-month Initiation. After this initial Initiation, One can choose to participate 
within consecutive Circle Movements, take a pause or permanently leave the vortex (even tho One has a 
lifelong access to the Vortex - no matter which choice One makes). One receives One’s GKCA Certification 
after completion of the 3rd Circle Movement (= completion Cycle One); this means One can start using 
GKCA within One’s professional creations after completion of Cycle One, which takes a minimum of 1,5 
years of practice. “Minimum” meaning that for one person it may take a longer time to fully integrate all 
Activations to a certain level of Mastery than another person, depending on One’s Devotion, personal 
circumstances and life decisions. When One is not intending to make GKCA part of One’s Profession/Service, One can 
simply join one or more Circle Movements purely for the highly beneficial Personal Activations. 
 

4.3. AhnėYah Yahrīn

 

AhnėYah Yahrin is the founder of the Garden of Araina and 
ARACEAE and the Originator of Genetic Key Code Alchemy. In the 
first place, AhnėYah expresses herself to be none yet all, 
inclusive yet exclusive to all dimensions or universes, without 
any conceptual definitions. A Being from the Beyond and the 
Core; embodying the Yahrin Lineage within this Universe in 
order to assist Humanity in its potential Transcendence through 
embracing (being non-judgmental towards) all possible intentions 
yet bringing Clarification and Purification to those who wish and 
are ready to Evolve Beyond. After seeing the miraculous 
healings taking place through the application of Genetic Key 
Code Alchemy on a spiritual, emotional, mental, physical and/or 
ethereal level within many clients, it became her sole focus and 
mission to spread and teach this Evolutionary Technology on 
Earth, to the best of her ability - for the Benefit of All That Is. 

 
AhnėYah is the primary Initiator of the ARACEAE Vortex; which means she is at all times the main 
overseeing space holder within any of the Circle Movements;  

- Within an extreme intensity of Space Holding during the first Circle Movement of each Cycle, where she is 
next to the 24/7 metaphysical presence also physically present during each Group Activation, Personal 
Sessions and moments of emergency.  

- Within a more subtle intensity of Space Holding - yet nevertheless deep - during the second and third 
Circle Movements (Space of Grace) of each Cycle; where she is at all times present metaphysically, and only 
physically during the AGA, or at certain moments of emergency. 
 
AhnėYah ’s physical and metaphysical space holding and Presence exists within this ‘Yahrīn Stream’ of 
Purification; reflecting the highest purity possible for each Circle Movement and/or each Initiate within the 
Circle in that specific moment. 
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Meaning that; whatever One perceives within her Presence, and whichever guidance One perceives to 
receive, is in that moment the highest reflection of One’s Potential in that moment. Yet when One integrates 
the reflection and makes the effort to Embody it, a new higher potential can become reflected; as AhnėYah is 
only allowed to reflect the highest beneficial outcome; which does not necessarily mean the ‘highest’ outcome. 
This is to ensure the safety within the ARACEAE space holding; to not overload One’s system and create a 
smooth path for gradual Ascension, which makes Embodiment possible. If there would be too much 
information coming through at once - before One’s system is ready/prepared to integrate it; realizing that 
“information” is infinite within itself - the nervous system will be overstimulated and One’s Embodiment 
capacity will collapse, or a false sense of Embodiment could be created. Hence also the separate spaces of different 
Cycles within the ARACEAE structure; each presenting a next level of information.

\
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5. ARACEAE Engagement

 

5.1. MtHz Frequency Resonance

 
MetaHertz (MtHz) is the metaphysical Frequency Resonance (FR) of this Omniverse, which - when One 
recognizes its subtle yet powerful existence - allows for One to calibrate and raise One’s Frequency and 
Vibration, innerstand the Embodiment level of One’s Consciousness, upgrade One’s DNA, and support the 
fine-tuning of One’s Essential Purity and True Heart’s Integrity. In other words; the measurement of One’s 
conscious Embodied MtHz shows how deeply One is Devoted, how Pure and True One’s Intention is, 
how willing One is to evolve and transcend and how ready One is to break free from the old paradigm 
into a higher level of Sovereignty/Consciousness/Embodied Experience. 
 
When One wishes to enter ARACEAE and participate within a Circle Movement, One needs to have 
the Conscious Embodiment of a certain level of MtHz in order to be able to truly benefit form the 
Activation taking place within the Initiation. If One would not resonate at a certain MtHz FR, the 
Activation may not even be truly felt, it may not “stick”, or it may even bring overload to One’s system and 
create unnecessary uncomfortable or even harmful effects. Simultaneously without the proper Embodiment 
of a certain MtHz FR, the Integrity may not be aligned enough to be able to Honor the ‘Mystery School’ 
Sanctuary of ARACEAE. 
 
AhnėYah was able to channel a device (The Essential Purity Compass a.k.a. EP Compass) which calibrates 
the level of Embodied MtHz Frequency Resonance within One’s system, allowing for a deep Clarity to see if 
One can truly benefit from participating within an ARACEAE Initiation and thus truly receive the most out 
of One’s Investment on all levels. As mentioned before; the intensity of the ARACEAE Initiation Vortex may 
for some cause an “overload” if not energetically prepared enough to be able to handle the Activations. Or, in 
some cases, some may not have the proper integrity to join, and use the Metaphysical Technologies/Mystery 
Teachings in abusive ways, and also cause great disturbance within the Circle Movement for the other 
participants, both energetically as within actions and communications. 
 
ARACEAE stands for Honesty, Integrity and embracing Higher Love for the Benefit of All, and thus the 
Vortex is built up to make sure One can participate within a feeling of Safety and Security, and thus within a 
Group of Integer Hearts. AhnėYah always listens to feedback and continuously performs upgrades wherever 
needed to guarantee the best possible space holding. The Academy has been active since 2019, so over the 
past years there have been many upgrades; now resulting in a very meticulous Safe and Secure structure. 
Implementing the MtHz Frequency Resonance was one of the necessary upgrades and has made the 
experience of all within ARACEAE even more pleasant and deep within its Activation. 
 
When One is attracted to join ARACEAE, One is probably already at a beneficial MtHz FR; as the interest 
in the ever Evolving New Paradigm in itself shows that One is able to subconsciously pick up on the MtHz 
Frequencies. However, to guarantee One’s best experience within ARACEAE, AhnėYah does calibrate the 
MtHz FR; just to be sure. When One may not fully have embodied the best MtHz FR to join, she may 
advise to first commit to one of the preparation courses, or sometimes simply receiving a Key Code Reading 
from her or any other Certified GKC Alchemist can bring One “just over the border”, so to say. When One 
books the free consultation for ARACEAE Registration, AhnėYah will have done the calibration and notify 
One in how to proceed for the highest beneficial outcome.
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5.2. Preparation

 
 
As we discussed before; GKCA is a Technology which can only be mastered through a deep devotional path; 
it is more so a lifestyle, secondly a profession. In other words; One cannot simply follow a course, get 
a diploma and then go to work as a GKC Alchemist. One needs to Become Genetic Key Code Alchemy.

As mentioned before; GKCA can only exist from Embodied Inner Mastery, expressed through Sovereign 
Authenticity. Hence One needs to work on multiple layers within the Self in order to acquire and 
maintain the Activation of the Inner Essence which brings GKCA to Life and thus successful in its 
application. For this One needs to make devotional life choices in order to allow One's Authentic Nature 
and Mastery to become Embodied.

ARACEAE is the Pioneer and only vortex on Earth offering the Initiation of GKCA. The Academy 
awakens One ever more within One's Essential Purity, through which the Alchemy becomes effective. 
If One were not to have the beneficial MtHz FR to begin straight away within a Circle Movement, One 
can prepare to join ARACEAE through following the Metamorphose Course and/or the Advancement 
Course available on the Garden of Araina website. These courses are based upon the Core Key Codes of 
each body (spiritual, emotional, mental, physical and ethereal) and prepare One by allowing the initial 
remembrance of One’s Cells to open up to the DNA upgrade through Diamond Consciousness. 
 
Even if One were at a MtHz FR, ready to jump in immediately; One is still recommended to do the 
Metamorphose or Advancement Course first (which is automatically included within One’s ARACEAE 
Curriculum) before One starts the Circle Movement. As this preparation will activate a stronger base and 
thus an even deeper Activation during the Initiation. (However it is not an absolute must; yet a highly recommended 
preparation). Hence it is beneficial for One to register for One’s first Circle Movement, latest 5 weeks before 
the Circle starts; in this way One can move through the 5 week Metamorphose or Advancement Course, and 
so be utterly prepared to InJoy the Codes ever more deeply.
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6. ARACEAE Devotion

 

6.1. Initiation Structure

 
 
Within an ARACEAE Circle Movement, One moves through 51 Collective Genetic Key Codes, divided 
within five Activation Sequences of the five bodies; the Spiritual, the Emotional, the Mental, the Physical 
and the Ethereal. Each Code requires an Activation time of three consecutive days. Once all bodies have 
been balanced and upgraded, the True DNA Activation will take place.  
In between the bodies’ Activation Sequences is an Integration Time of nine days, where there will be no 
Group Activations and One is guided to go into a deep introspective state; where there are 3 Genetic Key 
Codes that will bring One deep support in this internal process. 
 
The Activation Sequences bring the following benefits; 
 
1. Spiritual Ascension and Embodiment (SAE) - 12 Genetic Key Codes 
SAE brings Balance and Activation within One’s Spiritual Body; Uniting One’s Essential Being ever deeper 
into the Here and Now. SAE allows for One to recognize deeper One’s True Heart’s Desires and realize an 
ever deeper sense of One’s Authentic Soul Mission/Purpose/Passion. 

2. Emotional Ascension and Embodiment (EAE) - 13 Genetic Key Codes 
EAE brings Balance and Activation within One’s Emotional Body; allowing for One to come to an ever 
deeper innerstanding of One’s Emotions, and how to stay clear within One’s Channel. This Sequence can 
bring release of addictions and allow One to feel a True Union within and without. 
It also brings One Clear Awareness in how to attain and maintain Conscious and Beneficial Relationships of 
any kind. 

3. Mental Ascension and Embodiment (MAE) - 14 Genetic Key Codes 
MAE brings Balance and Activation within One’s Mental Body; giving One an ever more clear vision in how 
to use the mind for beneficial manifestations and perspectives. This sequence allows for One to become an 
ever more natural manifester, for the Benefit of All That Is. 

4. Physical Ascension and Embodiment (PAE) - 5 Genetic Key Codes 
PAE brings Balance and Activation within One’s Physical Body; this Sequence allows One to bring all the 
metaphysical upgrades gathered over the Initiation into the Physical, by innerstanding deeper how to 
communicate with and be within One’s Authentic Physical Existence. It will also bring ever more clarity in 
how to present a New Paradigm Service on Earth. 

5. Ethereal Ascension and Embodiment (ETAE) - 4 Genetic Key Codes 
ETEA brings Balance and Activation within One’s Ethereal Body; as here all bodies become United within 
the One Sacred Unified Heart; this sequence brings an ever more clear closure of the karmic realm/Human 
Consciousness (within Cycle One) and an ever deeper Presence of One’s Essential Purity, True Nature and 
Radiant Abundance. 
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6.2. Tuition

 

The tuition for One’s first ARACEAE Initiation or Circle Movement includes (** = Lifelong Access) :

A 6 month Initiation (with 6 months post-integration time) with:

- 51 Collective Genetic Key Codes (in 2D visual form) ** (Price per Code is invaluable)

- 51 Essential Prayers (in text and audio: +/- 20min Guided Affirmation Meditations) - of each Code ** 
(Estimated around $333 each, thus 51x333= $16,983)

- 51 Highly Activational Mantras (within Essential Language - in text and audio: 1h relaxing audio file 
with solfeggio) - of each Code ** (Estimated around $500 each, thus 51x500= $25,500)

- 51 Affirmations - of each Code - in text ** (Estimated around $111 each, thus 51x111= $5,661)

- 25 Quantum Activational Video Classes (1 to 2 hours each) **(Estimated at $600 each; 25x600= $15,000)

- 10 personal and highly activational sessions: including 3 Key Code Readings from AhnėYah, 6 Key 
Code Readings from 2 Assistants and 1 supporting Essence Guidance from Sofia Serafina.  
(Estimated in total at $22,000)

- More than 25 Group Activations (weekly online gatherings with all participants for extra Activation, 
Guidance and Support) (Estimated around $300 each, thus 25x300= $7500)

- Specific highly activational and ARACEAE Exclusive metaphysical techniques and vehicles for 
Ascension and Embodiment. ** (Price is invaluable)

- 6 months of 24/7 metaphysical space holding by the Initiator and Assistants. (Price is invaluable)

- The Technology of Genetic Key Code Alchemy; how to channel One’s own Codes for individual and 
collective evolution. ** (Price is invaluable)

- 6 online Personal Key Code Sharings; group sharing of personal Codes drawn, holding ever deeper 
Activation and information regarding the Technology of Genetic Key Code Alchemy. 

- A Safe and Secure Vortex with kindred integer Hearts, for LifeLong InJoyment (with also an online 
forum/community) ** (Price is invaluable)

- Complete Access to the Metamorphose and Advancement Courses. ** 

- A Lifelong 10% discount on All Products of the Garden of Araina Online Store. **

- Your own deck of Key Code Activation Cards to perform personal and/or professional Key Code 
Readings, with Card Cloth and a beautiful Araina Pouch included. **

- The opportunity to become Assistant or Space Holder within an ARACEAE Circle Movement. **

- The opportunity to become an Araina/ARACEAE Ambassador.

- The opportunity to apply for a Tatau Initiation (retreat) by AhnėYah Yahrīn - with Collective or 
Personal channeled Codes (now exclusive for ARACEAE Initiates - costs extra) **

- The possibility of becoming initiated as a Key Code Tatau Ceremony Leader. ** 

- Lifelong access to participate within the monthly ARACEAE Group Activations (AGA) open to all 
initiates, held by AhnėYah, where One is able to ask any questions regarding any subject (= satsang). **

- The opportunity to cocreate projects and services based on GKCA within the Garden. **

- The opportunity to become an official Araina Key Code Essence Guide. **       

- And more …                                                                                                                        
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ARACEAE Tuition:

The Tuition of One Circle Movement (6 month Initiation)  
Has been professionally estimated to be worth $120,000  

By a renowned business coach (Ingrid Arna),  
& advised to be set on the actual price  

Of $60,000 per participant.  
 

However ARACEAE feels to Honor 
 A higher potential of participation by those 
 Who truly hear the Call, and is offering the  

Initiation within a total of $26,000.

 
 

As mentioned before; it is important for One to jump in with a full Yes; as to honor the Initiation Vortex, 
One’s Self, the Initiator and all other participants, so there will be the most beneficial experience for all 
involved. Therefor ARACEAE does not accept down-payments. One is required to pay in full upfront in 
order to be able to join a Circle Movement. When One would feel fear towards this commitment; One can receive more 
information during the Registration Consult, where potentially other options can be discussed. 

 
This initial payment allows One to have a lifelong access to the complete vortex of Cycle One. When One 
decides to participate within more Circle Movements in group setting, One will be able to do so within the 
Space of Grace Circles. These Circles are held by an Initiate of Cycle Two or Three, and are within the exact 
same structure as the first Circle Movement. AhnėYah also holds a monthly Group Activation (Satsang); 
which is open for all initiates - within or without an active Circle Movement - yet those participating within 
Space of Grace receive the benefit of asking the first questions; as mostly not all will have the time to pose 
their questions.  
These Space of Grace Circles are for those who wish to keep receiving the upgrades on a very deep cellular 
and metaphysical level, through the extra Activation of the Group’s Presence. To Honor the intensity of 
space holding, a donation of $1,440 is made from which $888 goes to the Initiate Holding Space. However 
this Initiate does not initiate or teach - these Circles are within True Equality between all participants - yet 
this Initiate does open the zoom gatherings and holds the energetic structure of the Group in order to allow 
for a smooth and balanced flow within the Circle; which is within itself an intense Service.

 
When One feels inspired to keep exploring the Yahrin Lineage, One can join following Cycles. Each 
following Cycle comes at a total of $9,000. The first Circle Movement of each new Cycle is held by AhnėYah. 
There will be a slight difference in the structure, with new teachings and extra personal sessions with 
AhnėYah. Once One is within the second and third Cycle, one has the opportunity to hold space within a 
Space of Grace group of the first or second Cycle - and so does not have to pay for Space of Grace - and One 
can even earn One’s investments back in this way. After completion of Cycle Three, One can potentially 
become a main Initiator within ARACEAE and thus hold space for the initial Circle Movements of each 
Cycle (which is a very devoted Service; thus only for those who hear the Call deeply within their Essential Heart). 
 
One can also become an Araina/ARACEAE Ambassador; wherein One will receive an “ambassador 
commission” of $1,440 whenever someone joins ARACEAE through One’s conscious input. One can see 
there are many ways to rapidly earn back One’s investment - and more - in beautiful ways. 
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After completion of Cycle One, One can also offer One’s GKCA Services (any kind) on the Garden of 
Araina website when this would feel aligned within One’s Heart. One will also automatically be mentioned 
on the Garden of Araina website as an official GKC Alchemist after One’s first Circle Movement 
participation. 
 
As to Honor the intensity of the Initiation and give the most beneficial space holding for both the 
individual and the group, there is a maximum of 10 New Initiates allowed within the first Circle 
Movement. Together with the Initiator and two Assistants, this makes for a maximum of 13 participants per 
Circle Movement. (With a minimum of 5 participants: 3 New Initiates, 1 Initiator and 1 Assistant.) This is 
based upon the metaphysical technology/structure behind the Circle Movement which allows the Activation 
to take place; One will have the very detailed explanation of this structure within the ARACEAE Teachings. 
 
ARACEAE holds one or sometimes two first Circle Movements per year, starting in January and/or July. 
One can see on the Garden of Araina website when the next Circle starts and when registration is open. 
The Space of Grace Circles are active continuously; thus twice a year. 

When Your Heart feels ignited and inspired after reading this document, You are welcome to book a 
personal meeting with AhnėYah, online through Zoom, to further discuss any questions You may have 
and to register for an upcoming Circle. (This meeting is without obligation to register, however it is required 
in order to apply for registration.) 
To book Your consultation meeting, please go to: https://www.araina.garden/araceae 
And find the booking link below on the page. Or email AhnėYah at ahneyah@araina.garden 
(The 100$ fee for this consult will be deducted from Your total tuition)

Looking fwd to Connect soon 
Within Love and Grace, 

 
AhnėYah Yahrīn
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